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**Abu Umar Faruq Ahmad** is currently Associate Professor of Islamic Law of Transactions and Jurisprudence at UBD School of Business and Economics, Universiti Brunei Darussalam (UBD). Drawing from his unique expertise in both the theory and practice of Islamic banking and finance, he has published extensively on different areas of his specialization. He is also a regular speaker at international conferences in Asia, Europe, Australia, America and Africa. He has a particular interest in *sukuk* (Islamic bonds) *takaful* (mutual insurance) and *retakaful* (reinsurance) banking regulations, *Sharī'ah* compliance, and case studies of Islamic banks and financial institutions from legal and regulatory perspectives. Dr Ahmad is serving as Founding Editor, Senior Editor, Co-editor and Member of the International Editorial Board of many international journals of repute. His research on the subject is the first landmark contribution to Australian Islamic finance in terms of its regulation and the shariah compliance of its current practice.

**Shumi Akhtar** is Senior Lecturer in Finance at the University of Sydney. She holds Bachelor of Commerce, Master of Philosophy, Master of Higher Education and PhD degrees from the Australian National University. Shumi’s research interests are broad, and include corporate finance, asset pricing, welfare/retirement/superannuation/pension systems, risk management, capital markets, multinationals, Islamic finance, market efficiency, liquidity, behavioural finance, financial systems and higher education. Her research publications have appeared in leading international and Australian peer-reviewed journals. Dr Akhtar has received a number of competitive external research grants, with total funding in excess of US$1.7 million. She currently holds an Australian Research Council Discovery Early Career Research Award (ARC DECRA) Fellowship. She is an active researcher and presents her work regularly at international and Australian conferences including the American Finance Association Conference. A number of her research papers received local and international prestigious awards. Shumi has 13 research papers published in local and international refereed journals: *Journal of Banking and Finance*, *International Review of Finance*, *Pacific-Basin Finance Journal*, *Accounting and Finance* and *Australian Journal of Management*. Shumi has a broad teaching portfolio encompassing both undergraduate and postgraduate courses. She has taught seven different undergraduate finance courses and six different postgraduate courses. She has supervised 35 Honours, Masters, MPhil and PhD students. She has been awarded the Vice-Chancellor’s Award for Teaching Excellence and also the ‘Top Supervisor’ Award. She also received a number of awards for her research work nationally and internationally.

**Ercument Aksak** is a Teaching and a Visiting Research Fellow at the Durham Centre for Islamic Economics and Finance, Durham University. His main research interests are: corporate risk management, capital structure and financing decisions, economic
governance, macro finance and Islamic economics and finance. His research has been presented at numerous international conferences and published in a number of books. He teaches to Master’s students on various aspects of corporate finance, banking and finance, statistics, econometrics and Islamic finance.

Nafis Alam works as an Associate Professor at the Nottingham University Business School (NUBS) in the University of Nottingham Malaysia Campus (UNMC). Prior to this, he was attached with Monash University at Sunway campus where he worked as lecturer in finance. He has published extensively in the area of finance and his scholarly research has featured in leading journals such as Emerging Markets Review, Pacific-Basin Finance Journal, Journal of Asset Management, Journal of Banking Regulation and Journal of Financial Services Marketing among others. He has co-authored three books on Islamic finance, among them is Encyclopedia of Islamic Finance which is the first of its kind and has sold over 1000 copies worldwide. He has also participated in leading finance and Islamic finance conferences worldwide, among the most significant were participation in Harvard Islamic Finance forum at Harvard Law School and Gulf Research Meeting at Cambridge University, UK. Recently Dr Alam was featured as the Professor of the Month by the Financial Times.

AbdelKader O. el Alaoui is a researcher in Islamic finance. He was a Research Fellow at Durham Business School during 2014. He received his Master’s in Islamic finance from the International Centre for Education in Islamic Finance (INCEIF) and has submitted his thesis to complete soon his PhD in Islamic finance from the same university. He has worked for a variety of corporations in different disciplines. He also has extensive experience as a consultant and served with the education ministry in France. He has written many papers on Islamic finance, published chapters in books, delivered several seminars in international conferences and has published in the Journal of International Financial Markets, Institutions & Money. He is lecturing in Paris Dauphine University and the International University of Rabat (UIR). AbdelKader lives in Paris, France.

Syed Othman Alhabshi is the Chief Academic Officer of INCEIF, a university dedicated to only postgraduate studies in Islamic finance. He joined INCEIF in March 2007. He holds a PhD in econometrics from the University of Birmingham, UK. Since 1969, he has served in various academic capacities in four public universities in the country, namely, Universiti of Malaya, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, International Islamic University Malaysia and Universiti Utara Malaysia. In October 1997, he served as the Founding President and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Universiti Tun Abdul Razak until March 2005, after serving the Institute of Islamic Understanding Malaysia (IKIM) as the Deputy Director-General from 1992 to 1997. He served on various boards of directors, including Maybank Islamic (2006–14), Etiqa takaful Berhad (1994–2013), Pak-Kuwait Takaful Pte Ltd Pakistan (2005–14), and is still serving on the boards of University Technical MARA, Prima Prai Sdn Bhd and the Institute of Islamic Understanding Malaysia. He also served in shariah committees of Etiqa Takaful (2008–14), Malaysian Nasional Reinsurance Berhad (2005–11) and currently still serves Labuan Reinsurance Limited, Singapore Unit Trusts Limited, Nomura Asset Management Malaysia and Amanah Mutual Berhad. He has recently been appointed as a Member of the Advisory Board for the recently established Dubai Centre for Islamic Banking and Finance. He
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Mazin A.M. Al Janabi is Full Professor of Finance at the EGADE Business School, Tecnológico de Monterrey, Santa Fe Campus, Mexico City, Mexico. Professor Al Janabi holds a PhD degree from the University of London, United Kingdom and has over 30 years of real-world experience in diverse academic institutions, financial markets and institutions, and international finance and banking corporations, in many different roles. He has worked for top international financial groups (e.g., ING-Barings and BBVA-Bancomer) where he held several senior management positions, such as Director of Global Market Risk Management, Director of Asset and Liability Management, Head of Trading Risk Management and Head of Trading of Financial Derivative Products. Professor Al Janabi has a strong interest in research, publications and developments within emerging economies. He has several publications in refereed international journals, books and chapters in books. Moreover, he has participated as guest speaker and presenter at several international conferences and symposiums. He has served as a consultant in finance and banking and as an advisor for the creation of new financial markets within emerging economies. He has written extensively on contemporary topics in trading, market and counterparty risk management as well as modern portfolio management. His research interests and consulting activities address practitioners and regulatory issues in financial risk management, derivative securities and portfolio management. Furthermore, his previous and current research and development in quantitative finance and financial engineering have been formally classified in the academic literature as the ‘Al Janabi Model’ for liquidity risk management. His approach to tackling the estimation of liquidity risk in financial markets offers insights into techniques to deal with a major stumbling block to efficient use of assets in portfolios and hedge funds. Professor Al Janabi has published in top-tiered journals such as: International Review of Financial Analysis, Annals of Operations Research, Applied Economics, Economic Modelling, Review of Financial Economics, Journal of Asset Management, Service Industries Journal, Studies in Economics and Finance, International Journal of Financial Engineering, Journal of Emerging Market Finance, Emerging Markets Finance and Trade, Review of Middle East Economics and Finance, Journal of Economic Research, Journal of Risk Finance, Journal of Banking Regulation and Annals of Nuclear Energy. Before joining EGADE Business School, Professor Al Janabi worked for several years as Full Professor of Finance and Banking at UAE University (UAEU) in Abu Dhabi, UAE and also at Al Akhawayn University in Ifrane (AUI), Morocco, among other academic institutions. He has received several awards for excellence in teaching, research and service and other awards in recognition of outstanding research publications output in A/A*-ranked journals. His biography was cited and featured in the latest four editions of Who’s Who in the World (2013–16) and in the recent edition of Who’s Who in Science and Engineering (2016–17).

Chaker Aloui is a Professor of Finance at the Department of Finance, College of Business Administration, King Saud University (KSU), in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. He holds a Doctorate of Finance from the Faculty of Management and Economic Sciences of Tunis, Tunisia. He has published more than 50 papers in international refereed journals: Energy Economics, Energy Policy, Policy Modelling, Quantitative Finance,
Faisal Alqahtani is a Lecturer in Islamic Finance at Taibah University in Saudi Arabia, and has a PhD in finance from the University of Auckland. He holds a Master’s degree in finance from the University of Waikato in Hamilton. Also he holds MBA and BA degrees from King Abdul-Aziz University in Saudi Arabia. He has worked in the private sector for several years. His research interests include Islamic finance, Islamic banking and financial crises, initial public offerings and Islamic insurance (takaful).

Dawood Ashraf is a Senior Researcher at Islamic Research and Training Institute (IRTI) of Islamic Development Bank Group. Before joining IRTI in 2014, he was working as faculty member at the College of Business of Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd University in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Dr Ashraf holds a PhD in banking and finance from the University of Wales in the UK and a Master’s in economics in international business and economy from the Kyushu University Japan. He is also a charter holder and member of the CFA Institute. Prior to working as faculty member in 2010, Dr Ashraf has worked in the banking industry in Canada and Pakistan. Dr Ashraf’s research interests are in Islamic capital markets, portfolio management, banking, corporate finance and Islamic banking with special focus on the interaction of incentive structure and risk taking behaviour of financial institutions. Dr Ashraf’s research is published in international journals and has presented his research work in various international conferences.

Mehmet Asutay is a Professor of Middle Eastern and Islamic Political Economy and Finance at the Durham University Business School; is the Director of the Durham Centre in Islamic Economics and Finance as well as the programme director for MSc in Islamic Finance and MSc in Islamic Finance and Management programmes. He is also the Director of the Durham Islamic Finance Summer School. His research, publication, teaching and supervision of research is all on Islamic moral economy, Islamic banking and finance, the Middle Eastern economies, and the political economy of Middle East including Turkey and Kurdish political economies. His articles on his research interest have been published in various international journals and magazines. He has published and edited books on various aspects of Islamic moral economy and Islamic finance, the latest of which are: Takaful Investment Portfolios: A Study of the Composition of Takaful Funds in the GCC and Malaysia (co-authored with A. Tolefat) published in 2013; Islamic Banking and Financial Crisis: Reputation, Stability and Risks (co-edited with H. Ahmed and R. Wilson) published in 2014; and the following three edited volumes (co-edited with A. Turkickani) published in 2015 by Gerlach Press: Islamic Finance: Political Economy, Values and Innovation; Islamic Finance: Performance and Efficiency and Islamic Finance: Risk, Stability and Growth. Mehmet is the Managing Editor of the Review of Islamic Economics, Associate Editor of the American Journal of Islamic Social Sciences and
Ahmet Faruk Aysan received his BA in economics from Boğaziçi University in 1999 and both his MA (2001) and his PhD (2005) in economics from the University of Maryland College Park. He became an Associate Professor in 2008. Dr Aysan, who served as a consultant at various institutions such as the World Bank, the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey (CBRT) and Oxford Analytica, has been lecturing at the Department of Economics at Boğaziçi University since 2005. Currently, Dr Aysan is the Deputy Director of the Centre for Economics and Econometrics at Boğaziçi University, a member of the G-20 Financial Safety Net Experts Group, a member of the Advisory Board of Social Sciences and Humanities Research Group of TÜBİTAK, and a National Expert in ‘Socio-Economic Sciences and Humanities’ under the Seventh Framework Programme of the European Union. Dr Aysan's fields of specialization are international finance, macroeconomics, political economy, banking and finance, econometrics, governance and development, and he is a member of editorial and advisory boards of several international journals. Dr Aysan, who has many articles published in academic journals, was awarded with the Boğaziçi University Foundation Publication Awards; Boğaziçi University Foundation Academic Promotion Awards and the Ibn Khaldun Prize for the best paper on the North African and Middle Eastern Country Studies granted by the Middle East Economic Association. Dr Aysan has been a member of the Board of the CBRT since 3 November 2011 and a member of the Monetary Policy Committee of the CBRT since 21 November 2011.

Obiyathulla Bacha is Professor of Finance and the Head of the Graduate Studies Department at INCEIF, a postgraduate university specializing in Islamic finance, established by Bank Negara Malaysia. He received his Doctor of Business Administration (Finance), MBA and MA in economics from Boston University. His undergraduate degree was from the Science University of Malaysia. Currently President of the Malaysian Finance Association, Professor Obiyathulla has published extensively in academic journals and has authored a textbook on financial derivatives. His most recent work is a co-authored textbook on Islamic capital markets.

Adolfo Barajas is a Senior Economist in the Asian Division of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) Institute for Capacity Development. Previously, he worked in the Regional Studies Division of the Middle East and Central Asia Department of the IMF, where he co-authored the Regional Economic Outlook, focusing on the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) oil exporting countries. He also worked for several years in the Western Hemisphere Department as a desk economist for several Central American and Caribbean countries. Prior to joining the IMF, he worked in the research department of the central bank of Colombia, and at Fedesarrollo, a private think tank in Bogotá, Colombia. His research interests include banking and finance, financial development and inclusion, dollarization, monetary policy, exchange rate regimes, and the macroeconomic impact of workers' remittances. Mr Barajas received his undergraduate degree in eco-
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Mahmoud Bekri received his doctorate degree in quantitative finance and economics from Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) in Germany at 2014. He also received his diploma in physics from the same university at 2011. Dr Bekri collaborated to develop the scientific work on Islamic finance. He published various scientific articles, led seminars and supervised different theses on the same topic. In addition, he provided consulting services to develop Islamic finance business activities for international banks and asset management companies, and delivered courses on advanced financial engineering to reputable international Islamic financial engineering laboratories and institutions. His research interests are in the field of mathematical modelling and its application to Islamic finance. He is interested in mathematical models with fat-tails, asymmetric dependence, clustering of volatility, and long range dependence, as well as in issues related to Islamic finance including financial risk management and portfolio management. Dr Bekri also has a thorough knowledge of the principles of Islamic jurisprudence and the Islamic contemporary transactions and spreads Islamic finance values among both Muslims and non-Muslims. He is currently affiliated with the Islamic development bank in Jeddah (KSA).


Sami Ben Naceur is the Deputy Director of the IMF-Middle East Centre for Economics and Finance. Previously, he worked as a senior economist in the Middle East and Central Asia Department of the IMF, where he led the Regional Economic Outlook (REO) and World Economic Outlook (WEO) chapters on the Caucasus and Central Asia and the analytical works of the department on financial issues. Before joining the IMF, he served as a professor in top Tunisian universities and worked as an expert in finance and banking with the Global Development Network, the European Commission, the African Development Bank and several consulting firms in Tunisia, Europe and in the MENA region. He published widely on banking and finance in leading academic journals. Professor Ben Naceur is a summa cum laude graduate of INSEEC Business School, Bordeaux and received his PhD in finance from Sorbonne University, Paris.

Celia de Anca is Professor of Global Diversity and Director of the Centre for Diversity in Global Management at IE Business School, Spain. She is a leading expert in diversity in the corporate world and globally renowned in both the academic and corporate worlds. She is a regular speaker at international conferences and publishes many articles in specialist magazines. Professor de Anca organizes training and mentoring programmes for female entrepreneurs in Latin American and Islamic countries, and has run and managed educational projects in the Middle East for ten years. A fluent Arab speaker, she is the
author of *Beyond Tribalism* (2012) and was shortlisted for the 2013 Thinkers50 Global Solutions Award. She is a member of the Ethics Committee of Morgan Stanley’s Ethics Fund, Spain, and a member of the International Scientific Committee of the University Euromed in Marseille, France.

**Ginanjar Dewandaru** is a Research Economist at the General Council for Islamic Banks and Financial Institutions based in Manama. He was previously a research and teaching assistant at INCEIF specializing in advanced econometrics and quantitative research on Islamic portfolio strategies. He received the Pacific-Basin Finance Journal Research Excellence Award in 2014 and has published in journals such as *Physica A, Emerging Markets Review*, *Journal of Multinational Financial Management, Journal of International Financial Markets, Institutions & Money*, *North American Journal of Economics and Finance* and *Economic Systems*. He holds a PhD and Master’s degree in Islamic finance from INCEIF, a Master’s in international business from University of Melbourne and a Bachelor degree in electrical engineering from Bandung Institute of Technology.

**Mustafa Disli** has been a postdoctoral research fellow at Ghent University since 2013. He received a BA in economics (2002), an MA in economics (2003), an MA in banking and finance (2004), and a PhD (2013) from Ghent University. Dr Disli’s research interests are in the areas of banking, corporate governance and Islamic finance. He has published across a number of peer-reviewed journals, including the *Journal of Financial Services Research, Journal of Financial Stability* and *Emerging Markets Finance & Trade*.

**Moazzam Farooq** is a financial economist by learning and financial sector specialist by profession. Dr Farooq holds PhD (finance) and MPhil (finance) degrees from Tilburg University, The Netherlands, MSc (finance) from Vrije University, Amsterdam and BBA (Hons.)/MBA from IBA, Karachi. He is currently associated with the Financial Stability Department, Central Bank of Oman. Previously he has held the position of Deputy Director, Financial Sector Assessment Division, State Bank of Pakistan and had short stints at the IMF and in academia. Dr Farooq has published in refereed journals and his professional expertise hinges on bank regulation, Islamic finance and micro- and macro-financial surveillance.

**Kaouthar Gazdar** is an Assistant Professor of Economics at the Faculty of Islamic Economics and Finance, Umm-Al Qura University, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and a Research Associate at Laboratory of Applied Economics and Finance (LEFA), University of Carthage, Tunisia. She is an invited speaker to a number of prominent professional and academic forums and is a reviewer of several articles. Her research work is mainly on discourses on economy/economic growth, poverty, financial development, institutional environment and empirical Islamic finance which are published in a number of international journals.

**Rihab Grassa** is auditor as well as external associate researcher for the Laboratoire Interdisciplinaire de Gestion Université – Entreprise in the High Institute of Accounting and Business Administration, University of Manouba, Tunisia. She is a board member of the Tunisian Association for Islamic Finance. She worked as researcher/analyst in KPMG global Islamic finance in Dubai. Before that, she served as manager for Islamic
finance services in KPMG Tunisia. She is currently working on a number of ground projects that will promote the development of Islamic finance in Middle East and North African countries. She is an invited speaker to a number of prominent professional and academic forums and is a peer-reviewed author/reviewer of several articles in which she promotes the necessary infrastructure for the sustainable development of the Islamic finance industry. She remains actively engaged in the Islamic finance industry through preparing reports for governmental and financial institutions, conference contributions, research, publishing, and drafting of reports and studies. She has published a wide variety of academic papers and conference proceedings, and has presented topics related to Islamic banking, Islamic finance, economic growth, financial development, *sukuk* (Islamic bonds) market, risks and governance. She has served as a reviewer for several academic journals.

**M. Kabir Hassan** is a financial economist with consulting, research and teaching experiences in development finance, money and capital markets, Islamic finance, corporate finance, investments, monetary economics, macroeconomics and international trade and finance. He provided consulting services to the World Bank (WB), International Monetary Fund (IMF), Islamic Development Bank (IDB), African Development Bank (AfDB), United States Agency for International Development (USAID), Government of Bangladesh, Organization of Islamic Conferences (OIC), Federal Reserve Bank, USA, and many corporations, private organizations and universities around the world. Dr Hassan received his BA in economics and mathematics from Gustavus Adolphus College, Minnesota, USA, and MA in economics and PhD in finance from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, USA. He is now a Professor of Finance and Hibernia Professor of Economics and Finance and Bank One Professor of Business in the Department of Economics and Finance at the University of New Orleans, Louisiana, USA. Dr Hassan won the 2016 IDB Prize in Islamic Banking and Finance. He has 196 papers published in refereed academic journals to his credit. Dr Hassan has published in the *Journal of Banking and Finance*, *Journal of Corporate Finance*, *Pacific-Basin Finance Journal*, *Journal of Financial Services Research*, *Financial Review*, *Quarterly Review of Economics and Finance*, *Journal of Business, Finance and Accounting*, *Journal of Economics and Finance*, *Global Finance Journal*, *World Development*, *Thunderbird International Business Review*, *African Development Review*, *Islamic Economic Studies*, *Review of Islamic Economics*, *Journal of King Abdul Aziz University* and *Journal of Developmental Entrepreneurship*. Dr Hassan supervised 42 doctoral theses, and many of his students are now well placed in the academia, government and private sectors. He is editor of the *Global Journal of Finance and Economics* and *Journal of Islamic Economics, Banking and Finance*, and co-editor of *Journal of Economic Cooperation and Development*. Dr Hassan has edited and published many books and articles in refereed academic journals. Dr Hassan is co-editor (with M.K. Lewis) of *Handbook of Islamic Banking and Islamic Finance, The International Library of Critical Writings in Economics* (Edward Elgar, 2007), and *Islamic Capital Market: Products and Strategies* (John Wiley and Sons, 2011). He is co-author of *Islamic Entrepreneurship* (Routledge, 2010). Dr Hassan along with Dr Oseni and Kayed has written the first textbook on Islamic finance that was published by Pearson in May 2013. His co-edited volume on
Handbook on Islam and Economic Life was published by Edward Elgar in December 2014. A frequent traveller, Dr Hassan gives lectures and workshops in the USA and abroad, has presented over 307 research papers at professional conferences and has delivered 131 invited papers/seminars. Dr Hassan is the current President of Southwest Finance Association (SWFA) meetings.

Raphie Hayat is a portfolio manager at Rabobank. Previously, Raphie was a macro-economist, following the Africa region. Before Rabobank, he worked at KPMG Corporate Finance and UBS. Raphie is a CFA charterholder, holds master's degrees in economics and finance and a PhD in economics (from VU University Amsterdam). His research on the risk and return characteristics of Islamic stocks has been published in, for example, Journal of Business Ethics (JBE) and Emerging Markets Review (EMR). Raphie’s article on Islamic Equity Funds is currently the third most cited article of EMR.

Clement Henry, who wrote until 1995 under the name of Clement Moore Henry, has conducted research on political parties, the engineering profession, and financial institutions in various parts of the Middle East and North Africa since 1960. Before coming to Singapore in November 2014 he was chair of the Department of Political Science at the American University in Cairo, after having retired from the University of Texas at Austin in 2011. Earlier he had directed the Business School at the American University of Beirut, taught at the University of California, both at Berkeley and Los Angeles, at the University of Michigan and at the Institut d’Etudes Politiques in Paris. He is currently studying Islamic finance, following up on his Politics of Islamic Finance (2004), co-edited with Rodney Wilson, and is also working with Robert Springborg on a third edition of their Globalization and the Politics of Development in the Middle East (2001, 2010). He has also tried to trace the career patterns and politics of a cross-section of Algeria’s retired political elite, drawn from interviews with student leaders whom he interviewed in UGEMA 1955–1962: Témoignages (2010, 2012). Recently he co-edited The Arab Spring: Will It Lead to Democratic Transitions? (2013). Clement Henry received his PhD in political science from Harvard University and an MBA from the University of Michigan.

Janice C.Y. How is Professor at Queensland University of Technology (QUT). Her research interests and expertise are primarily in corporate finance, with particular emphasis on initial public offerings (IPOs), payout policy, corporate governance, corporate disclosure, analyst forecasts and political economy. Janice has published extensively and her research can be found in refereed international journals, including Journal of Business, Journal of Corporate Finance, Journal of Business Ethics, Journal of Accounting, Auditing and Finance, Pacific-Basin Finance Journal, Accounting and Finance and Australian Journal of Management. Her research skills and expertise have been acknowledged internationally through numerous key research awards. Janice has supervised more than 100 theses at the Honours, Master’s, and PhD levels. Prior to joining QUT in August 2008, Janice was Professor and Head of Finance at the University of Auckland, and has also held various positions at the University of Western Australia.

How Shi Min is an Assistant Professor of Accounting at the University of Nottingham Malaysia campus and she holds a PhD in management from Birkbeck College, University of London. Shi Min has been teaching for more than ten years in the UK and in Malaysia, particularly in the fields of financial accounting and management.
accounting. Shi Min’s research interests mainly focusing on social and political aspects of accounting.

**Mansor H. Ibrahim** received his PhD in economics from Washington University in St Louis in 1996. He is a professor and Dean of School of Graduate Studies, INCEIF. His research areas of interest include macro/monetary economics, Islamic banking system and applied econometrics. His research works have appeared in various scholarly journals, notable among which are *Journal of Banking and Finance, Journal of Forecasting, Pacific-Basin Finance Journal, Journal of the Asia-Pacific Economy, Asian Economic Journal, Energy Policy* and *North American Journal of Economics and Finance*.

**Ihsan Isik** is a Professor of International Banking and Finance at Rowan University, USA. Dr Isik received his BSc in Management with honours from the Middle East Technical University; his MSc in Finance from Texas Tech University; his MA in Economics and his PhD in Financial Economics from the University of New Orleans. Dr Isik’s papers appeared in tier-one journals, for example, *Journal of Banking and Finance, Financial Review, Journal of Business Finance and Accounting, Quarterly Review of Economics and Finance, Journal of Multinational Financial Management* and *Journal of Policy Modeling*, among others, entered the most downloaded papers list in several journals and received over 1300 citations. Dr Isik is a research fellow at the Economic Research Forum (ERF), an ad hoc adviser to the Central Bank of Turkey, the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of the American Turkish Chamber of Commerce, the Director of International Affairs for the Rohrer College of Business (COB) and a frequent op-ed (opposite the editorial page) contributor to the national and international dailies.

**Maria Jahromi** received her PhD in finance from University of Sydney in 2015. She also holds a Diploma in Arts (majoring in Persian), and a Bachelor of Commerce with First Class Honours in Finance from the Australian National University. Maria’s research interests include asset pricing, Islamic finance and international finance. Her research has been presented at international and Australian conferences including the American Finance Association in Chicago, the Australasian Finance and Banking Conference in Sydney and the Accounting and Finance Association of Australia and New Zealand (AFAANZ) Conference in Melbourne. Maria has received the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) Prize for the best paper on derivatives/quantitative finance presented at the Twenty-fourth Australasian Finance and Banking Conference. The paper, co-authored with Dr Shumi Akhtar and Professor Dr Kose John, is titled: ‘Intensity of volatility linkages in Islamic and conventional markets’. Her research publications have been published in peer-reviewed journals including *Accounting and Finance*. Maria has received numerous scholarships and grants for excellence in her studies, including the prestigious Australian Postgraduate Award (APA) Scholarship and supplementary scholarships throughout her postgraduate studies, as well as an honours scholarship and travel grants.

**Kaouther Jouaber-Snoussi** is a Senior Lecturer of Finance at Université Paris-Dauphine, PSL Research University, CNRS, France. She is a member of DRM Finance research center. She has co-founded and has been Program Director of the Executive Master ‘Principles and Practices of Islamic Finance’ since 2009. Head of finance teaching at the Paris-Dauphine Management Bachelor’s Degree, she is also involved in several Masters
of finance at the University. She is the author of many papers and books on Islamic finance, corporate finance and the microstructure of financial markets. Her research area covers the microstructure of financial markets, market regulation and Islamic finance. Most of her recent research focuses on the underlying stock market quality upon option listing. She is also developing research on the performance of Islamic finance institutions and mutual funds.

Fakarudin Kamarudin is a Senior Lecturer at the Faculty of Economics and Management, Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM). He obtained his PhD majoring in finance from UPM in 2015. He completed his Master of Science in finance in 2010 from the same university.

Hayat Khan is a Lecturer in the College of Arts, Social Sciences and Commerce, La Trobe Business School, La Trobe University. He received a BSc (Hons) and an MSc in economics from the International Islamic University, Islamabad, Pakistan, and a PhD in economics from the University of Melbourne, Australia. His research interests include financial and economic theory in general, and the economics of agents with social preferences and Islamic economics/finance in particular. He has published in numerous journals, such as Applied Economics Letters, Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization, JKAU: Islamic Economics, Economic Papers and Pacific Economic Review. He has participated in several international conferences and has given invited lectures.

Karim Khan is an Assistant Professor in the Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, Islamabad, Pakistan. He received an MA in economics from the University of Peshawar, Pakistan. He received his MPhil in economics from the Quai-i-Azam University, Islamabad, Pakistan and his PhD in economics from the University of Siena, Italy. He works in the fields of institutional economics, political economy, and experimental economics, and has published in journals such as Constitutional Political Economy, Journal of Economics and Econometrics, Humanomics, Pakistan Development Review, and The Lahore Journal of Economics. He also regularly attends international conferences in the field.

Mohsin Khawaja is a Researcher at the Centre of Research Excellence for Islamic Banking and Finance, Research Institute, King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals (KFUPM). He is actively engaged in academic research and has been conducting seminars on Islamic finance and economics since 2012. Before joining KFUPM, he worked as a financial analyst with Saad Trading. He also worked for the Islamic Finance Project at Harvard University. Mr Khawaja holds an MBA in finance from Northeastern University, USA, and an undergraduate degree in computer science from KFUPM.

Olga Krasicka is the Head of Expenditure Rule Monitoring division at Poland’s Ministry of Finance, responsible for multi-year fiscal planning. She holds MAs in public sector economy and international economic relations from Warsaw School of Economics (Poland), where she is currently completing a PhD.

Muhammad Tariq Majeed is working as Assistant Professor of Economics in Quaid-i-Azam University, Islamabad. He received his PhD in economics from the University of Glasgow, UK, in 2012. He has published many research papers in national and international journals. He has also worked as a research associate in the Punjab Economic
Research Institute, Assistant Director in National Tariff Commission of Pakistan, a lecturer in University College Islamabad, and at Alama Iqbal Open University.

Nurhafiza Abdul Kader Malim is a Lecturer at Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM). She received her PhD in Islamic finance INCEIF in 2015. Her research interest is in the field of Islamic banking and finance. She received her double Bachelor's degree in economics and Islamic revealed knowledge and heritage from International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM) and Master's in Islamic finance from INCEIF. Also, Nurhafiza is a member of the Chartered Institute of Islamic Finance Professionals.

Mansur Masih is Professor of Finance and Econometrics at INCEIF, the Global University of Islamic Finance, Malaysia. He obtained a PhD (in applied financial econometrics) from Leeds University preceded by a Master’s in economics from Manchester University. Prior to joining Global University, he taught at Australian (New South Wales and Edith Cowan) and British (Leeds) universities for 27 years and King Fahd University, Saudi Arabia for eight years. During these years he taught courses in three disciplines: finance, economics and applied econometrics/statistics at all levels, including MBA and Executive MBA levels. He has held visiting appointments with the universities of Pennsylvania, Oxford, Rhode Island and Australian National, and the Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies, Thailand Development Research Institute and Malaysian Institute of Economic Research. Also, funded by Special Competitive Annual Research Grants of the University of New South Wales, Australia (where he taught for 22 years) he made a number of field trips almost annually for 20 years to most South-East Asian and South Asian countries, as well as Hong Kong, China, Korea and Japan. He has had 104 refereed ‘applied’ papers published or accepted (of which 93 papers are in European or American international scholarly refereed journals). He presented 122 refereed papers at international conferences. He sits on the editorial or advisory board of 12 international refereed journals including ‘subject editorship’ of *Journal of International Financial Markets, Institutions & Money* and acts as an editorial referee to 16 international refereed journals.

Alexander Massara began his career at the IMF in 2009, working for the Europe team in the Statistical Management Division of the Statistics Department. In early 2012, he left the IMF to join the International Finance Corporation (IFC) to do research on topics related to financial inclusion. He then rejoined the IMF in late 2012 to work in the Financial Institutions Division. Prior to working for the IMF and the IFC, he spent two years at the US Treasury Department working on issues related to Europe and investment security.
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